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According to Coursedog’s research, on average, 
schedulers spend roughly 2-3 weeks each term fixing 
and editing schedules. Moreover, 50% of universities still 
schedule manually, while 33% of those hope to implement 
a solution within the next year. Needless to say scheduling 
has become a tedious and time-consuming process.

This is where Coursedog comes in. Coursedog’s scheduling 
software allows universities to skip the manual schedule 
building—instead, Coursedog builds the schedule for you, 
optimizing course and room scheduling, and massively 
decreasing the potential for unchecked overscheduling, 
room bottlenecks, double-booking, and other scheduling 
policy infringements or mistakes. 

Coursedog’s partnership with N2N’s turnkey cloud 
integration platform, Illuminate, allows higher education 
users to connect Coursedog’s scheduling applications with 
their ERP, including Ellucian, Peoplesoft, and Jenzabar. 

A Partnership Through N2N’s Illuminate

Coursedog

Class Scheduler

Offer the right courses, seats and sections
Coursedog provide reporting and analytics such as course 
demand projections to help you identify high-impact 
changes that will help your students and staff. 

Automatically enforce policies
Coursedog provides alerts when schedulers make errors: 
such as being out of compliance your scheduling policies, 
scheduling two classes together that should not be at the 
same time, or double-booking.

Automatic, Perfect Room Assignments
Coursedog’s algorithm auto-assigns courses to rooms 
based on course size, equipment requirements, seating 
layout and instructor-led preferences. 



Handle Requests for Exceptions With One Click
Coursedog provides a ticketing system and 
recommendation engine so you can accommodate 
change and exception requests with one click.

Customize Event Requests and Approvals
Use Coursedog’s configurable, dynamic forms to ensure 
relevant and quality submissions, and eliminate the 
collection of unnecessary information. You can route 
these forms through workflows so that administrators 
can easily track event requests and take action. 

Auto-Notify all Stakeholders of Relevant Event 
Information
When an event is approved, you can automatically notify 
all stakeholders of the information they need to make 
your event a success. Send out custom email notifications, 
calendar invites, service orders or invoices. If someone 
requests a change, it will automatically update all relevant 
stakeholders of the change through email. 

Increase Event Attendance with Promotions
Create a configurable master calendar so that students 
can see all events across campus, promote featured 
events, sync events with Google Calendar or Outlook or 
share events on social media. You can also share a public 
view so that students or members of the public can 
request space.

Improve Your Event Strategy With Powerful Reporting
Coursedog provides powerful out-of-box reports to track 
attendance, participation and engagement. It even 
provides recommendations about where you could 
charge more or what events you should try to offer  
more of.

Increase transparency with an intuitive interface for end-
to-end approvals, and accelerate curriculum development 
by easily tracking and updating objectives, requisites and 
dependencies.

Tight Integrations with Your Systems
Create meeting agendas and integrate with GSuite, 
Outlook, DegreeWorks and your SIS. 

Access 50+ reports to visualize curriculum over time and 
comparisons with other institutions.

Schedule Events with
the Event Scheduler

Build the Perfect Course Catalog

Curriculum Builder

• Intuitive user-interface to handle all catalog 
changes with speed and accuracy.

• Powerful search and integration with curriculum 
and schedule.

• Embed video, photos or other content to attract 
prospective students.

• Brand it with your colors on your website.

• Automatic workflow engine eliminates the manual 
work in coordinating between stakeholders.

• Access and send archived catalogs in a snap. 

• Enjoy real-time saving and updating with multiple 
stakeholders.
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